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1. Appendix
1.1. Detailed Description of Experimental Settings

PeerAiD. For CIFAR-10, we set γ1 = 1, γ2 = 0.1, λ1 = 1,
λ2 = 0, λ3 = 1. The temperature for the peer loss and the
student loss are 1 and 5, respectively. We used the same hy-
perparameters for ResNet-18 and WideResNet34-10. For
CIFAR-100, we used the same hyperparameters as CIFAR-
10 except for γ2. We only changed γ2 to 1 because we
found that the knowledge of a student model is useful for
the dataset with a large number of classes. We also used the
same hyperparamters for ResNet-18 and WideResNet34-
10 with CIFAR-100. For TinyImageNet, we set γ1 = 1,
γ2 = 100, λ1 = 35, λ2 = 0.035, λ3 = 20. The tempera-
tures of the peer loss and student loss are 1 and 1, respec-
tively. We used the same coefficients and the temperature
in the loss terms for ResNet-18 and WideResNet34-10 with
TinyImageNet. In all our experiments, the peer model and
student model used the same parameters of training epoch,
learning rate, batch size, and weight decay.

Baselines. We followed their original settings for base-
lines as mentioned in Sec. 4.1. In detail, there are two
versions of IAD [11] in the original paper. IAD presented
IAD-I and IAD-II depending on whether a naturally trained
teacher is used or not. We chose IAD-I in all experiments
because the paper mentioned IAD-I generally shows better
robustness with the teacher model pretrained by TRADES.
We also tested IAD-II with WideResNet34-10 on CIFAR-
100 and found a consistent result which shows a higher ro-
bust accuracy of IAD-1 than IAD-II with the robust teacher
pretrained by TRADES. CAT [7] mentions that any two ad-
versarial training methods can be used to train two student
models collaboratively. We chose TRADES [10] and Ad-
versarial Logit Paring (ALP) [6] to train the two student
models because the paper mentioned TRADES and ALP
show superior performance in terms of AutoAttack (AA)
robust accuracy. We measured the robust accuracy of both
student models with AutoAttack and reported the higher ro-
bust accuracy between the two student models for CAT.

1.2. Robustness against Other Attacks

We checked the robustness of PeerAiD and the baselines
with two additional attacks. We chose CW2 attack [1] and
MI-FGSM attack [3] to check the robustness of baselines
and PeerAiD. Overall, PeerAiD shows higher robust ac-
curacy against them, as illustrated in Tab. 8. In particu-
lar, PeerAiD improves the robust accuracy against CW2 at-
tack by up to 3.2%p with WideResNet34-10 on TinyIm-
ageNet. CW attack uses margin-based loss and minimizes

Method ResNet-18 WideResNet34-10

CW2 MI-FGSM CW2 MI-FGSM

PGD-AT 44.76 23.80 49.26 26.81
TRADES 46.55 23.89 50.46 26.91
AKD2 48.46 26.47 52.43 30.52
RSLAD 41.81 24.04 44.48 26.46
IAD 45.82 25.15 49.00 29.32
CAT 39.10 22.58 39.53 24.01
AdaAD 47.90 25.08 49.96 27.61
PeerAiD 53.13 28.03 55.63 31.32

Table 8. Test robust accuracy of the models trained by the base-
lines and PeerAiD against CW2 and MI-FGSM attack with Tiny-
ImageNet.

the norm of the perturbation. We conducted CW2 attack fol-
lowing [4] and set the balance constant c to 0.1. We chose
l2 norm for the norm of the perturbation in CW attack be-
cause the original paper [1] mentioned the defenders should
show the robustness against l2 attack. MI-FGSM attack is
a momentum-based iterative method to find adversarial ex-
amples. We set the iteration number to 10 and the decaying
factor to 1 with MI-FGSM attack. All other experimental
settings are the same as in Sec. 4.1.

1.3. Difference from the Prior Art

Many previous works which aim at adversarial distillation
require a pretrained robust model, whereas PeerAiD does
not require the pretrained robust model. CAT [7] proposed
online adversarial distillation which also collaboratively
trains two student models. However, PeerAiD significantly
differs from CAT regarding the inner maximization process.
CAT independently attacks two student models with differ-
ent attack methods because their approach is based on the
idea that each student model trained by distinct attack meth-
ods learns different features. On the other hand, PeerAiD
attacks only a single student model, and thus, the computa-
tional cost of adversarial distillation is twice times smaller
than CAT, as emphasized in Tab. 13. In addition, while pre-
vious works did not focus on the non-transferability of ad-
versarial examples, PeerAiD considers this aspect. Specifi-
cally, as illustrated in Tab. 2, the adversarial examples gen-
erated from the student model are not strong enough to fool
the peer model because the peer model becomes the spe-
cialist who defends the adversarial examples aimed at the
student model. Based on the above finding, PeerAiD lets
the peer model guide the student model.



Method DenseNet-BC-40 DenseNet-40

Clean AA Clean AA

Natural 92.75 0.00 94.39 0.00
PGD-AT 77.01 41.84 80.79 44.82
TRADES 73.73 39.78 76.81 44.81
AKD2 75.19 41.70 78.41 46.16
RSLAD 71.63 41.00 74.94 46.05
IAD 71.96 42.48 76.34 46.64
CAT 73.08 41.07 75.91 44.77
AdaAD 72.63 39.45 75.80 43.62
PeerAiD 75.93 43.26 78.21 47.15

Table 9. Test robust accuracy and clean accuracy of DenseNet-BC-
40 and DenseNet-40 models trained by PeerAiD and the baselines
on CIFAR-10.

Perturbation budget ϵ = 10/255

Method Clean FGSM PGD-20 AA

PGD-AT 55.15 29.73 26.69 23.66
TRADES 51.82 30.25 27.83 23.46
AKD2 56.65 33.49 30.88 26.71
RSLAD 54.53 33.30 31.09 25.99
IAD 53.67 33.01 30.89 26.17
CAT 55.19 34.14 32.17 26.50
AdaAD 55.72 31.91 29.97 25.29
PeerAiD 54.39 33.45 30.20 27.19

Table 10. Test robust accuracy of ResNet-18 trained by various
methods with the large perturbation budget ϵ = 10/255 on CIFAR-
100.

1.4. Evaluation on Different Models

We also checked the effectiveness of PeerAiD with addi-
tional models. We compared PeerAiD and baselines with
DenseNet-BC-40 and DenseNet-40 [5]. The number of lay-
ers L was set to 40 and the growth rate k = 12 was cho-
sen. As illustrated in Tab. 9, PeerAiD shows higher AutoAt-
tack (AA) robust accuracy than the baselines with DensNet
and DenseNet-BC. DenseNet-BC has fewer feature maps
than DenseNet, and it is a compressed version of DenseNet.
Therefore, the robustness of DenseNet-BC is lower than
that of DenseNet because DenseNet-BC has fewer param-
eters and a smaller model capacity [8]. PeerAiD shows
higher robust accuracy and a better trade-off between ro-
bustness and clean accuracy with both DenseNet-BC and
DenseNet. PeerAiD improves the AutoAttack robust accu-
racy of DenseNet-BC-40 by up to 0.78%p and DenseNet-40
by up to 0.51%p.

Method AA Robust Accuracy Clean Accuracy

Best Final Diff Best Final Diff

PGD-AT 21.84 18.61 3.23 57.30 55.92 1.38
TRADES 23.69 23.65 0.04 54.90 55.39 −0.49
AKD2 25.83 25.43 0.40 58.84 59.82 −0.98
RSLAD 25.96 26.03 -0.07 55.45 55.28 0.17
IAD 25.44 25.22 0.22 54.98 55.42 −0.44
CAT 25.93 25.11 0.82 57.81 58.48 −0.67
AdaAD 25.03 24.79 0.24 56.08 56.29 −0.21
PeerAiD 27.33 27.28 0.05 59.35 59.38 −0.03

Table 11. Robust overfitting comparison of various methods on
CIFAR-100 with ResNet-18. The best checkpoint was selected
based on the test robust accuracy using PGD-10.

1.5. Larger Search Radius of ϵ

We tested the baselines and PeerAiD with the student model
trained on adversarial examples generated using the larger
perturbation budget of ϵ = 10/255. In Sec. 4.1, we com-
pared the baselines and PeerAiD with the student model
trained on the adversarial examples generated using the per-
turbation budget of ϵ = 8/255. All other training settings
are the same as in Sec. 4.1. We kept the perturbation bud-
get at ϵ = 8/255 during testing. As illustrated in Tab. 10,
PeerAiD shows superior AutoAttack (AA) robust accuracy
with the student model trained on the adversarial exam-
ples generated using a large perturbation budget. We con-
ducted adversarial training and adversarial distillation with
ResNet-18 on CIFAR-100. All baselines and PeerAiD harm
clean accuracy with a large perturbation budget due to the
trade-off between robustness and clean accuracy. The de-
crease in the clean accuracy with a large perturbation bud-
get is the smallest in AdaAD [4] as mentioned in the origi-
nal paper. However, PeerAiD still surpasses the AA robust
accuracy of AdaAD by a large margin of 1.9%p.

1.6. Mitigating Robust Overfitting

It is known that robust overfitting is prevalent in adversar-
ial training [2, 9], and many previous works of adversarial
training can be defeated by early-stopping. Robust overfit-
ting is the phenomenon where the test robust accuracy peaks
shortly after the first learning rate decay and then degrades
until the last training epoch. Tab. 11 shows that PeerAiD
exhibits less robust overfitting than most of the baselines.
Robust overfitting is often measured with the difference be-
tween the test robust accuracy of the best and last check-
points. PeerAiD shows higher robust accuracy at both the
best and last checkpoint of the student model than the base-
lines. AutoAttack robust accuracy of PeerAiD at the last
training epoch is even higher than the robust accuracy of
all other baselines at their best epochs. This superior per-
formance of PeerAiD comes from the fact that PeerAiD ef-



Temperature 1 2 5 10

AKD2 26.11 26.37 26.44 26.22
RSLAD 26.32 24.70 24.69 24.17
IAD 25.60 25.94 25.26 24.80
AdaAD 24.89 24.37 24.06 24.22
PeerAiD 27.06 27.41 27.33 27.41

Table 12. AutoAttack robust accuracy of ResNet-18 trained by
PeerAiD and the baselines on CIFAR-100 under various tempera-
ture settings.

fectively mitigates robust overfitting with only 0.05%p dif-
ference in the robust accuracy between the best checkpoint
and the last checkpoint. As illustrated in Fig. 3(a), the test
robust accuracy of the student model trained by PeerAiD
does not suffer from robust overfitting in the experiment.
The test robust accuracy of the student model distilled by
the peer model does not reach its peak shortly after the first
learning rate decay at epoch 215. The best checkpoint is
attained at epoch 265 with PeerAiD in Fig. 3(a). The best
robust and clean accuracy of RSLAD is lower than those of
the last checkpoint because the best checkpoint was chosen
based on PGD-10 test robust accuracy, whereas the robust
accuracy in Tab. 11 is measured with AutoAttack robust ac-
curacy and the clean accuracy is measured with clean data.

1.7. The Effect of Temperature for Adversarial Dis-
tillation

In Tab. 12, we tested the sensitivity of PeerAiD and the
baselines with respect to the temperature parameter of the
loss in the student model. Both PeerAiD and the baselines
have a distillation term, and we varied the temperature in
the distillation term for the sensitivity study. The adversar-
ial distillation is conducted with ResNet-18 on CIFAR-100.
All other experimental settings are the same as in Sec. 4.1.
We tested four temperature values {1, 2, 5, 10} and checked
that PeerAiD maintains higher AutoAttack robust accuracy
in all tested temperatures. This result shows that the higher
robustness of PeerAiD is insensitive to the the temperature
parameter of the distillation term in the loss of the student
model.

1.8. Analysis of Training Time

We checked the training time of PeerAiD and the baselines
to compare the computational cost among various methods.
As illustrated in Tab. 13, PeerAiD shows comparable to-
tal training time compared to other adversarial distillation
methods. Most of the baselines require a pretrained robust
model except for CAT [7]. We included the pretraining time
in the total training time of the baselines, which required
pretraining because the pretraining should be conducted be-
forehand to run them. CAT requires nearly 2× time to per-

Method Pretraining Time Distillation Time Total Training Time

Natural - - 2.01 hours (A)
TRADES - - 11.64 hours (B)

AKD2 13.65 hours (A+B) 15.87 hours 29.52 hours
RSLAD 11.64 hours (B) 26.21 hours 37.85 hours
IAD 11.64 hours (B) 20.54 hours 32.18 hours
CAT - 59.44 hours 59.44 hours
AdaAD 11.64 hours (B) 28.89 hours 40.53 hours
PeerAiD - 30.50 hours 30.50 hours

Table 13. Time cost of adversarial distillation methods with
WideResNet34-10 on CIFAR-100.

form adversarial distillation compared to PeerAiD, though
CAT is also an online adversarial distillation method. The
substantial computational cost of CAT arises from the ne-
cessity to attack two student models using different attack
methods, whereas PeerAiD only needs to attack one stu-
dent model and PeerAiD does not attack the peer model.
The time cost is measured with a single A100 GPU.
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